we-inspire is a new start-up that has been founded in 2013. We are developing large interactive surfaces with the overall goal to improve the communication in office environments. With amazing customers like BMW, Daimler or LEGO and a Showroom in Hollywood, we-inspire is already internationally recognized as a young and disruptive player in this area. We offer you an exciting job and continuous innovation. Be part of a highly innovative and creative group and inspire the world with us!

USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER [f/m]

As a user experience designer, your job is to wow our international customers with simple yet powerful interfaces. You will explore new interface technologies, sketch and prototype new ideas and design and develop beautiful and intuitive user interfaces for existing applications as well as exciting new projects. Bring passion and dedication to your job and there’s no telling what you could accomplish.

Responsibilities

• Help to define the user interface for new and existing we-inspire products and features.
• Develop high-level mockups and prototypes to effectively communicate interaction and design ideas.
• Gauge the usability of new and existing products.
• Create support materials explaining the interaction principles.

Key Qualifications

• Background in Computer Science, HCI, Industrial or Graphic Design or a related technical field.
• Strong interest in new technologies, user interfaces and interactions design.
• Experience in at least two of the following: Illustrator, Expression Blend, HTML, PHP.
• Solid analytical thinker.
• Strong interaction and visual design skills.
• Excellent communication (German/English) and presentation skills as well as self-confidence.

We offer you

Possibility to join a start-up company right at the start of an international launch.
An inspiring and young working environment.
An opportunity job - be part of a core team of a highly innovative company.
International customers and opportunities to travel.
The possibility to shape the job according to your talents.

We-inspire GmbH, Hafenstraße 47-51, 4020 Linz
+43 (0) 681 815 839 71, office@we-inspire.com

www.we-inspire.com

Send your application to:
jobs@we-inspire.com
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER [f/m]

As a software developer, your job is to make sure that our international customers get the high quality software that they have come to expect from we-inspire. You will work both on our existing products as well as exciting new projects, also interfacing directly with our customers to implement customized solutions. Bring passion and dedication to your job and there is no telling what you could accomplish.

Responsibilities
- Help to design & implement existing we-inspire products and features
- Advise, collaborate with, and synthesize feedback from UX designers
- Fulfill several project requests simultaneously while meeting tight deadlines

Key Qualifications
- Background in computer science or a related field
- Strong technical interest
- Analytical thinking
- Good knowledge of object oriented programming and design patterns
- Focus on code quality
- Experience with C#, .NET, and WPF
- Knowledge on test driven development and tools
- Excellent communication (German/English) and presentation skills as well as self-confidence

We offer you
- Possibility to join a start-up company right at the start of an international launch
- An inspiring and young working environment
- An opportunity job - be part of a core team of a highly innovative company
- International customers and opportunities to travel
- The possibility to shape the job according to your talents

The Austrian law stipulates that the minimum wage must be specified at job postings. The minimum salary is 2,120 EUR (full time) in the collective agreement. Adequate to your skills, we are willing to pay much more. Imagine what you could do and apply today!

Send your application to:
jobs@we-inspire.com

we-inspire GmbH, Hafenstraße 47-51, 4020 Linz
+43 (0) 681 815 839 71, office@we-inspire.com

www.we-inspire.com